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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will provide a current example we are analyzing right now
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Session Objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modifications to Agency Airport Design, Construction, and Equipment Standards
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Background (handout) 

Hangars 

Terminal 

Taxiway 

Runway 

Apron 

Q-400 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-Towered AirportRW 9-27 has a full length parallel TWEast Side of TW, there are:a row of Hangars;Aircraft Parking Apron consists of tie downsCurrent C-III operations Q400 Existing TerminalExisting Controls/Procedures:Procedures in Airport Certification Manual require airport to inspect east end hangar area to ensure hangar doors are either fully open or fully closed and that no equipment or other objects are on the apron area in front of hangars.  Area must be cleared or wing-walkers used.The Approach Reference Code and Departure Reference Code (B/III/5000 and B/III respectively) are published as an A110 remark on Airport Master Record to inform public of existing conditions related to the Runway to Taxiway Centerline separation.Airport advises their GA community using the tie downs to park furthest away (easterly most parking areas) from the taxiway 
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 Airport Layout Plan shows the Runway Design 
Code (RDC) is a B-III  

 There are (1,197 “C” Category Operations and 830 
Group “III” Operations in 2017) 

 Critical aircraft is the Q-400 (C-III Aircraft) 

 The Runway Centerline to Parallel Taxiway 
Centerline distance is 300’ 

 Runway 9 has visual approach only 

 Runway 27 RNAV (GPS) has Visibility Minimums 
not lower than 1 mile 
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Background (handout) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALP shows that the airport was developed as an Runway Design Code of B-III airport.As the airport evolved and time passed, airport started receiving Q400 (C-III) operations.Prior to their arrivals, as all operators should, C-III operators check their aircraft performance specifications and determined that sufficient RW length was available to safely land/depart their aircraft.However, for existing conditions the Approach and Departure Reference Codes (APRC and DPRC) describe the current operational capabilities of a runway and adjacent taxiways where no special operating procedures are necessary. In contrast, the RDC is based on planned development and has no operational application. The APRC and DPRC may change over time as improvements are made to the runway, taxiways, and NAVAIDs. 
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Airport wants to Reconstruct their Apron Pavement.  
They are asking for funding. 
 
Do they need to submit a Modification to Standards? 
 
Which Standard are they violating? 

Question 
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Background (handout) 
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Background (handout) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q-400 has a 93.3’ wingspan.    ½ WS=47 feetExisting Runway Centerline to Parallel Taxiway Centerline distance is 300’.Runway 9 has visual approach onlyRunway 27 RNAV (GPS) has Visibility Minimums not lower than 1 mile
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Background (handout) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are tying to do is compile information about the existing conditions and come up with possible options to providing an “acceptable level of safety”TSA is the widest wingtip for that aircraft group½  TSA is the wing = 59 feetFOMO = Taxiway centerline separation to Fixed or Movable ObjectTW FOMO = ½ TSA (59 feet) + TW wingtip clearance (34 feet) = 93 feetTXL FOMO = ½ TSA (59 feet) + TW wingtip clearance (22 feet) = 81 feet
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ROFA 400’ 

ROFZ 200’ 
(Visual and not lower than ¾ mile 
vis-mins, therefore, no Inner 
Transitional OFZ) 

Aircraft  
Parking  
Apron 

TOFA 93’ 

Rwy Centerline to Taxiway Centerline is 300’ 

Consistent with FAA Standards, no part of a parked aircraft (tail, wingtip, nose, 
etc.) is within the C-III ROFA or penetrating the OFZ.  Also, no part of a parked 
aircraft is within the TOFA, Taxiway to object wingtip clearance, or Taxiway 
FOMO for C-III.  

C-III Txy Wingtip  
Clearance 92.6’ 

Q-400 Wingtip  
Clearance 
75.31’ •N

 

Primary Surface 250’   
(The Primary Surface is 500’wide) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the aircraft lands and navigates through the airfield using the existing taxiway, there is plenty of “space” for the C-III operator to navigate.Aircrafts parking on the aircraft parking apron are not penetrating the TOFA (for all design C-III aircraft) separation requirementsAircrafts parking on the aircraft parking apron are not encroaching on the FOMO for the Q400 operatorSo what’s the problem?
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Laws and Regulations 

•Airport and Airway Improvement Act: 
 49 U.S. Code § 47105 – Project Grant Applications - (b)(3) requires 

compliance with FAA standards. 
 An application for a project grant under this subchapter may propose 

airport development only if the development complies with standards the 
Secretary prescribes or approves, including standards for site location, 
airport layout, site preparation, paving, lighting, and safety of approaches. 

•Airport Improvement Program:  
•Passenger Facility Charge: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to ask for federal monies to develop infrastructure, you must comply with the federal standardsOh PUBLIC LAW!!!!
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Background (handout) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q-400 has a 93.3’ wingspan.    ½ WS=47 feetExisting Runway Centerline to Parallel Taxiway Centerline distance is 300’.Runway 9 has visual approach onlyRunway 27 RNAV (GPS) has Visibility Minimums not lower than 1 mileExisting Controls/Procedures:Procedures in Horizon Air Operating Specifications require the Captain to conduct all landings and most departures due to terrain and proximity of hangars on the east end.Procedures in Airport Certification Manual  (Aerodrome Manual) require airport to inspect east end hangar area to ensure hangar doors are either fully open or fully closed and that no equipment or other objects are on the apron area in front of hangars.  Area must be cleared or wing-walkers used.The Approach Reference Code and Departure Reference Code (B/III/5000 and B/III respectively) are published as an A110 remark on Airport Master Record to inform public of existing conditions related to the Runway to Taxiway Centerline separation.
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Which MOS do they need to 
consider? 

L  MOS No1:  The RW C to Parallel TW C distance is 300’.           
Needs to be 400’ 

 

 MOS No2: The RW  C to Aircraft Parking is 400’.                       
Needs to be 500’ 

 

 MOS No3: The Runway Object Free Area Width is 720’.           
Needs to be 800’ 

 

 MOS No4: The Length beyond the Departure End is 600’.         
Needs to be 1000’ 

L 

L 

    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My goodness!  We do them all!  But what do we do for the Runway Safety Area? Remember, we don’t issue MOS for RSAs…Later we will talk about what we should do to address the sub-standard RSA.Let’s focus on what we can issue MOS for?
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300’ 

100’ 

100’ 

•N 

Note: About 50% of available GA tie downs are 
located between 400’ and 500’ of the runway 
centerline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this exercise, we will concentrate our efforts to the aircraft parking area.
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Aircraft  
Parking  
Apron 

Elevation  
is 7115’  

 Rwy CL 
Elevation  
is 7120’  

Transitional  
Surface 

Height = 21.4 

Rwy CL to  
Aircraft Parking = 400’ 

 

Primary Surface 250’   
(The Primary Surface is 500’wide) 

Transitional Surface 7:1   
(Not to Scale) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PART 77:  OBJECT IDENTIFICATION SURFACES.  Objects penetrating these types of surfaces may be determined to be a hazard to air navigation Primary Surface: For this type of airport, the surface is a 500 foot wide rectangular in shape and centered on the runway centerline.  The elevation of any point on the Primary Surface is the same as the elevation of the nearest point on the runway centerlineTransitional Surface:A surface extending outward and upward, at right angles to the runway centerline and runway centerline extended, from the sides of the Primary Surface and the Approach Surfaces.The slope is 7-1 (14.3 percent) and the surface extends until it intersects the Horizontal or Conical Surface.Made sure that the transitional surface was not compromised.Added language to the parking area was to limit the height of the aircrafts to under 21.4 feet.
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2. At 400’ from the Rwy Centerline the Part 77 
Transitional Surface is 21.4’ above ground 
level.  Limit Aircraft Parking in row closest to 
runway to Group I aircraft only and/or aircraft 
with tail heights of 20’ or less to avoid 
penetrations of Transitional Surface. 

Recommended Management of GA Aircraft Parking 

4. The tail height of Q400 is 
27.4’ therefore relocation 
avoids penetration of 
Transitional Surface. 

3. At 500’ from the Rwy Centerline the Part 77 
Transitional Surface is 35.7’ above ground 
level.  Limit Aircraft Parking in second row to 
aircraft with tail heights of 35’ or less to avoid 
penetrations of  Transitional Surface. 

1. Continue practice of utilizing parking 
farthest from the runway first and using the 
parking closer to the runway only when 
needed to meet demand. 

Note: The apron area elevation varies from 0’ to 
minus 5’ below the nearest runway centerline 
elevation.  However, for the purposes of this 
discussion the apron is presumed to be equal to 
the nearest runway elevation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I show you this as an example of what aerodrome operators should be coming up with when supporting their business case for a modification.
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6. Relocate the Q-400 parking  
spot so that no part of the  
parked aircraft is closer than  
500’ from the Runway  
Centerline and tail is below 
Transitional Surface. 

2. Eliminate all GA Parking spots so that no 
part of any parked aircraft is within 81’ of 
Taxilane CL used by Q-400 to meet ADGIII 
Taxilane to Fixed or Movable Object Standard 

5. Eliminate existing Q-400  
Parking spot which is located  
less than 500’ from the  
Runway Centerline. 

1. Install a non-movement area boundary marking 
at apron edge (AKA 400’ from the Runway 
Centerline). Denotes where taxilane begins and 
ends at the edge of the ramp.  

3. Install a intermediate  
hold position markings on 
all taxilanes leading into 
the Q-400 operating area 
(ramp and taxilane).  

Note: This Q-400 parking  
spot is to remain but may be  
reoriented. 

Recommended Reconfiguration and Marking of Q-400 Apron and Adjacent Areas 

4. Refresh all existing 
markings and place black 
borders on all (new and 
existing) markings.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are suggesting to create non-movement areas thereby allowing taxiing speeds to be reduced and so separation requirements are also reduced.
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A. Background - Example 
 

B. MOS Process 
 

C.  Describe Mitigations 
 

D. Lines of Business Review (NEXT!) 
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Session Objectives 
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